
Analysis of President Mr.Barack Obama, presidential term 

based on his Inauguration time. 

  

The presidential inaugurations will be on Jan 20 2009 at 1200 at 

Washington DC. The astrological combinations for this time are as 

follows.:   

Mesha lagna with ketu in 4 th in Karkataka, vakri sani in 5 th in simha, 

Moon in neecha in Vruschika, Mars in 9 th in Dhanus , Rahu sun guru 

with Vakri budha in 10th in Makara , and venus in  labha in kumbha. 

Yogakarakas sani  as tenth lord and sun as 5 th lord are in parivartana 

yoga with sun being very powerful with over 140 % strength. Lagna lord 

kuja is in  th with good power. Most important his public image 

represented by 7th lord venus is very powerful and well positioned in 

labhasthana indicating that – all the international image spoiled in the 

last 8 years will be improved. The two planets in neecha Guru in 10 th 

and moon in 8 th have neecha bhanga raja yoga thus protecting the 

functions of housing expenditure etc if not allowing to do an excellent 

job and solving all the problems overnight. The raja yogas include 

Ubhayachara,Nipuna,Chamara, Shankha kalapdruma vasumathi and 

many other raja yogas. 

  

In navamsa Tula lagna has venus in his own 8 th with Rahu , 7 th lord 

Mars in his own vruschika , tenth lord moon in labha in simha, sani in 

3rd in dhanus, and guru sun and neecha budha in 6 th in Meena. Thus 

the foreign relations money are reasonably protected while satru sthana 

is controlled by own house guru and budha forming vipareeta raja yoga. 

He may have a few problems with rahu in 8 th with foreign threats and 

many foes by planets in 6 th but sani in vikrama sthana will give him the 

strength to overcome all those problems. 

  

In dasamsa with tula lagna lagan lord venus is in neecha but with neecha 

bhanga raja yoga, and tenth lord moon is with 7 th lord mars in labha 

sthana indicating that his forte will be foreign relationships. Sani in 8 th 

will give longevity for the regime and guru in own vikrama sthana will 

give victory over almost all problems. 



  

With his foreign policy taking precedence he may appoint a prominent 

and well capable lady  as secretary of state as indicated by venus being 

in 11 th. The question is – will it be Ms Hillary – will he ask her and will 

she accept ? 

  

In compressed dasa analysis to coincide with vimsottari to his four years 

of office term the following periods are indicative of likely events. 

  

Sat:  2008-12-08  -  2009-08-03 

  

Sani  as karma lord in 5 th will make him work hard with his full team . 

Immediately after inauguration in sani ketu  of  2009-02-17  -  2009-03-

03 the problems of housing may become the topic of importance for 

discussion but not much can be done in this period even though it is a 

potentially challenging task. 

  

Merc:  2009-08-03  -  2010-03-04 

  

This period will be a tight rope walk for him and especially about the 

policy of two past wars and two principle opponents – not to say other 

opponents developed meanwhile.  He will be challenged by many of 

these opponents and will be stretched fully – even though nothing 

dramatic can occur. But opponents will have a definite upper hand. 

  

Ket:  2010-03-04  -  2010-05-30 

  

This will be real challenging period to take policy decisions and turn the 

corner about housing loans and related action. There will be natural 

calamities which effect the heneral happiness of individuals. Sani antar 

of   2010-05-04  -  2010-05-18 may be giving a major problem in these 

areas. 

  

Ven:  2010-05-30  -  2011-02-05 

  



This will be the best period and his acumen about foreign relations will 

be displayed. It is likely that he may sign many international treaties 

including possibly even WTC which is a bone of contention all over the 

world for over  a decade and odd. 

  

Sun:  2011-02-05  -  2011-04-21 

  

This will be again a very good period with very good administrative 

ability being demonstrated and appreciation being given both nationally 

and internationally. 

  

Moon:  2011-04-21  -  2011-08-24 

  

This is the worst period of his administration and threatening in many 

ways. There may be a major naval incident and even an attempt on his 

life both by natural and artificial reasons. Sukha sthana lord in neecha in 

randhra sthana will give all the problems including natural disasters 

manmade disasters, suicide attempts, and even health problems. 

Definitely prayers in this period are needed to overcome all the chaos. 

  

Mars:  2011-08-24  -  2011-11-20 

  

This is a good period where the military strength of USA will be tested 

and it may need to stretch its arms. But it will come with flying colors. It 

will also have good financial recovery and good international image. 

  

Rah:  2011-11-20  -  2012-07-03 

  

There may be major incidents abroad where USA may have to show its 

leadership even though it is not directly involved. Some chaos in middle 

east threatening to become a major burning pot will develop and thanks 

to the leadership of USA it will subside. 

  

Jup:  2012-07-03  -  2013-01-19 

  



This will be an expensive period of mixed results. There may be loss of 

important personalities and differences of opinion in the cabinet. Some 

important leaders may part with him to contest the election.   

  

Sarve jana sukhino bhavantu = Let all be happy. 

 


